Precise temporal coordination of gene expression is crucial for many developmental processes. One central question in developmental biology is how such coordinated expression patterns are robustly controlled. During embryonic development of the Drosophila central nervous system, neural stem cells called neuroblasts sequentially express a group of genes in a definite order, which generates the diversity of cell types.
Introduction
Precise coordination of cell fate decisions is crucial in the development of multicellular organisms. In the developmental processes, where a series of events occurs at a specific place and time, gene regulatory networks are responsible for implementing the reliable biological functions [1, 2] . In order to obtain the system-level understanding of the processes, it is necessary to integrate the molecular machinery of each regulation with the architecture and dynamics at the regulatory network level. Biological functions achieved by gene networks are generally expected to possess robustness, i.e., insensitivity of system properties against a variety of perturbations that may be originated from fluctuations during development and mutations through evolution.
Recent investigations have addressed the questions on how robust functions in gene or
signaling networks are achieved through underlying network architecture and its dynamical properties [3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ]. An illustrative example in developmental systems on this subject is segmentation of Drosophila melanogaster, which has been studied both experimentally and theoretically [8,9,10]. The requisite regulations or architecture of this system have been discussed from the point of network level description [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] , and it is suggested that the underlying gene network is designed to perform the process in a robust manner [15, 16, 17] .
Besides spatial patterning, temporal patterning also plays important roles in various developmental processes [18, 19, 20] . One of the most studied systems is the development of the Drosophila central nervous system (CNS), in which the sequential expression of genes coordinates cell-fate decisions. The neural stem cells called neuroblasts (NBs) express a series of transcription factors in a definite order:
Hunchback (Hb), Krüppel (Kr), Pdm1/Pdm2 (Pdm), and Castor (Cas) (Fig. 1A to C) [21, 22, 23, 24] . In addition, the fifth factor Seven-up (Svp) is expressed in the time window between Hb and Kr expression [25] . In association with this sequential expression, NBs divide asymmetrically to bud off a series of ganglion mother cells (GMCs). Each GMC undergoes an additional division to generate typically two postmitotic neurons. The sequentially expressed transcription factors in NBs control temporal specification of cell fate of neurons, thereby establishing the diversity of cell types in the Drosophila CNS.
Isolated NBs exhibit sequential expression in vitro and differentiate into various neurons in the same manner as in vivo [26, 27] . Hb expression is switched off by Svp in a mitosis-dependent manner, while the subsequent expression of Kr, Pdm and Cas proceeds in a mitosis-independent manner [25, 28] . These observations suggest that sequential expression of the genes is regulated cell-autonomously and occurs through mutual interactions among the factors.
In this study, we address the robustness of the gene network for sequential expression in the Drosophila CNS. One of the promising approaches to characterize robustness of biological systems is to compare the actual network with other possible network architectures with respect to function and robustness. Wagner considered how network architecture and robustness are related by studying circadian oscillation networks [29] , although these networks lack the direct biological counterpart. Ma et al. studied the architecture of the Drosophila segmentation network [30] , in which they had to arbitrarily eliminate components to reduce the size of the entire network. From theoretical and computational points of view, one advantage of studying temporal patterning in the Drosophila CNS is that the number of system components is so small that we can perform a comprehensive analysis of network architecture without any loss of biological relevance.
First, we explored the conditions necessary for gene regulatory networks to reproduce the observed expression patterns in both wild type (WT) and mutants. We did not confine ourselves to only known regulations for sequential expression, but rather searched all possible networks that could reproduce the observed expression patterns.
Studying the common structure of the specified genetic networks, we detect requisite regulations and predict an unknown factor to reproduce known expression profiles.
Second, we compared these functional networks with the actual Drosophila network in terms of network architecture and robustness of the expression pattern. We found that the Drosophila network is highly robust and stable among possible functional networks.
We discuss how the architecture of the Drosophila network implements robustness of sequential expression against both cell-to-cell variations and intracellular fluctuations.
Results

Temporal patterning network of D. melanogaster NBs
Experimentally reported expression profiles of the temporal transcription factors are summarized in Figure 1D for WT, loss-of-function, and overexpression embryos [22, 23, 25, 27, 31, 32] . These sequential expressions are considered to be produced (or at least modulated) by mutual regulations among the temporal transcription factors [21, 22] .
We reconstructed the gene network for sequential expression in Drosophila NBs from the literature as shown in Figure 1E and F (for references, see Table I ).
Modeling gene network dynamics by Boolean description
First, we considered the necessary conditions for the network architecture to reproduce the sequential expression patterns of both WT and mutants. To investigate gene expression dynamics, we adopted a Boolean-type model [6] (see Materials and methods for details of the model and the following analysis), 1F ).
The regulatory networks of known factors do not reproduce the experiments
Based on the above formulation, we investigated whether the reconstructed Drosophila gene network ( switches ON to OFF, we found that 384 networks (<0.003%) reproduced the expression profiles of both WT and mutants. We refer to the detected networks as "the functional networks" in the rest of this study.
We compared the network architectures and found that the regulations shared among all the functional networks are coincident with experimentally verified regulations (colored as black in Fig. 3A ). In addition, activation of Kr and repression of cas by a presumptive factor x appear in all of the functional networks (colored as brown in Fig.   3A ). Therefore, we conclude that the genetic network composed of these common regulations is a minimum network that is necessary and sufficient to reproduce the expression profiles of WT and mutants.
To quantify the similarity among the functional networks, we measured the distances of the 384 functional networks from the actual Drosophila network (Fig. 3C) 
(2)
Here i refers to one of each gene: To characterize sensitivity, we measured the fraction of successes, that is the fraction of the parameter sets that can reproduce the expression profile of WT among all the trials of random parameter assignments [15, 30] . To obtain the effect of parameter variation, we carried out the simulation without stochastic terms in Eq. (2) (i.e., σ = 0). In each network, we repeated the simulations with random assignment of parameter values and calculated the fraction of successes (Fig. 5A ). The Drosophila network scored the highest fraction of successes among the functional networks, and the networks closer to the Drosophila network tended to have higher scores.
We also investigated the dynamical stability of the gene networks against fluctuations.
In this case, we performed the stochastic simulations in Eq. (2) with finite σ. To evaluate stability against noise, we chose the parameter values with which the expression profile is reproduced in the absence of noise. We then measured the relative fraction of successes under fluctuation. As is shown in Figure 5B , the fraction of successes under expression noise increased with the similarity to the actual Drosophila network as the fraction of successes under parameter variations. Thus, the Drosophila network lies at the top level of the functional networks in terms of robustness against these perturbations.
Regulations that heighten functional stability
Because the Drosophila network has several additional regulations further to the minimum functional network (gray arrows in Fig. 3A ), these regulations may be responsible for the robustness shown above. We compared the robustness among the networks with or without the additional regulations. The fraction of successes against parameter variations for these networks are plotted in Figure 6A . The minimum network reproduces the sequential expression under the appropriate parameters, but the robustness is much lower than that of the Drosophila network. The scores of networks that lack one of the regulations fall between the minimum and the Drosophila network.
Stability to expression noise was also evaluated by changing noise intensity, and similar results were obtained (Fig. 6B) . The fraction of successes decreases as the noise intensities get larger, but the effect of noise on the Drosophila network is less severe than that on the minimum network. Thus each of these regulations contributes to robustness of the system.
To elucidate the roles of these regulations, we tried random parameter assignments for each of these networks and sampled successful parameter sets that reproduce WT sequential expression profile (Fig. 7) . In the Drosophila network ( 
Discussion
Through the present analyses, we obtained 384 functional networks that reproduce the sequential expression of both WT and mutants. The detected functional networks exhibit high similarity in regulatory interactions among the transcription factors (Fig. 3) .
This exemplifies the importance of the regulations in the minimum network for the sequential expression. In addition, the actual Drosophila network scores quite high on reproducibility of the WT sequential expression among all the functional networks ( Fig.   5 and 6 ). Below, we discuss the biological implications of the temporal patterning of Drosophila NBs drawn from our numerical analyses.
Two regulatory interactions from a presumptive factor are necessary and sufficient to reproduce the expression patterns of WT and mutants
In this study, we introduced an additional presumptive factor x to obtain the networks that reproduce the sequential expression of both WT and mutants. As x is hypothetical, we discuss its validity here.
Since the loss-of-function mutant of any one gene has only minor effects on the expression sequence (Fig. 1D) , several previous reports suggested the existence of either unknown regulators or an additional clock mechanism for driving the sequential expression [22, 23] . Our assumption is feasible one for explaining experimental results in that it does not need any other clock mechanism or superfluous multiple regulators. It is notable that our analysis indicates that the possible regulations of the presumptive factor are highly restricted; the expression of x switches ON state to OFF (Fig. 4) , and all the functional networks have activation of Kr and repression of cas by x (Fig. 3A) .
Thus, our assumption is testable in future experiments in vivo.
We should note that although regulator x is necessary to explain the mutant profiles, the mutual regulations of known factors are sufficient to reproduce the WT sequential expression (Fig. 1D) . Therefore, the regulations among hb, Kr, pdm and cas would play a primary role as discussed below.
Minimum network for the sequential expression
An effective way to capture network function is to focus on the specific substructures . These repressive regulations and the activation from hb to Kr compose the minimum network for sequential expression (Fig. 9A ). Although they are enough to reproduce the sequential expression under appropriate conditions, the expression profiles could be easily perturbed by the parameter variations or the increase of noise (Fig. 5 and 9A) .
Robustness of the Drosophila network: mechanism generating the precise sequential expression
In the two loops of the Drosophila network, the activations from one gene to the next (Kr to pdm and pdm to cas) exist in addition to the repressive regulations. Other functional networks do not necessarily have these activations, but the activations can compensate for the loss of default promoter activities ( Fig. 8A and B) . These regulations achieve precise expression by enhancing the correlations among the factors and heightening the stability against fluctuations ( Fig. 5B and 6B ). From these results, we conclude that three different kinds of regulations (the activation of next factor, feedback repression, and repression of second next one) compose a regulatory module for precise temporal expression as summarized in Figure 9B . The feature of this network module embodies the robustness of the Drosophila network. . Thus, such asymmetric mutual regulations would be a general mechanism that serves as precise switches in the process of temporal patterning.
Role of the robustness in Drosophila neurogenesis
We showed that the Drosophila network contains not only the regulations necessary for generating sequential expression, but also additional ones to achieve higher precision in the expression. In each hemisegment of Drosophila embryo, 30 different NBs are generated through spatial heterogeneity [37] . To guarantee Drosophila NBs sequentially express common temporal transcription factors despite their differences, the robustness of the system may become important.
The robust nature of the Drosophila network could be the consequence of evolutionary optimization in the reproducibility of the sequential expression under functional constraint. In future, we expect that experimental manipulation of corresponding enhancers will be able to clarify the relevance of each regulation to the temporal patterning and stability.
Materials and methods
Analysis of temporal dynamics of the genetic networks with the Boolean model
Here we describe the details of the Boolean model (Eq. (1)). The expressions of svp and x occur as inputs to the system. A pulse of svp expression always occur at t = 1.
Expression of x switches either from ON to OFF state, or from OFF to ON at t = τ switch To simulate the dynamics for mutants, we always set the expression state of the corresponding gene to 0 (OFF) for loss-of-function or 1 (ON) for overexpression. We then examined whether the temporal dynamics of the genetic networks are coincident with the expression profiles of each mutant ( Fig. 1D and Table III) .
Analysis of network statistics
In order to measure the similarity between the functional networks and the actual Drosophila network, we used two types of network ensembles as references. One is the ensemble of the possible network architectures. The other is a set of reconnected networks generated from the functional networks by iterative random reconnections of the matrix elements (1000 iterations). The numbers of positive and negative regulations are preserved in the iterations.
To count the number of different regulations between functional networks and the actual Drosophila network, we neglected the regulations from x, and positive self-feedbacks because the existence of those is uncertain from the experimental data.
Continuous model of the expression dynamics
We introduced the continuous model with stochasticity as shown in Equation (2). The promoter activity of gene i (i = hb, Kr, pdm, cas, or x) is described as follows, Table IV .
Robustness against temporal fluctuations is measured as explained in the main text.
To judge whether the dynamics coincide with the expression profile in Drosophila NBs, the dynamics of the protein concentrations {P i } were discretized to 1 (0) for P i > P th ( P i < P th ). The threshold P th was set as P th = 0.2. The temporal dynamics of a network were accepted when the discretized dynamics satisfied the condition for WT in Table III .
In the simulations, we found that the existence of positive self-regulation enhanced the fraction of successes in many cases, but hardly affected the sequential expression. To focus on the contributions of mutual regulations of genes to robustness, we neglected the positive self-feedback regulations and confined the analysis to 120 out of 384 functional networks. 
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